Guest-host colloid crystals: experimental study and simulations.
Disorder in colloid crystals was induced by doping them with a different number of large or small guest particles, which had a different deviation in size from the host colloids. The change in optical properties of the guest-host colloid crystals was assessed by using optical transmission spectroscopy while the variation in crystal structure was examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The disruption in the crystalline lattices depended on the relative deviation in sizes of the guest and host particles and the concentration of the guest colloids. In parallel with experiments, the packing of spheres in guest-host crystals was modeled with a simulated annealing algorithm. A good correlation was found between the changes in crystal structure observed by SEM imaging and the simulated sphere packing. The experimental and simulated changes in the transmission spectra of guest-host colloid crystals were in good agreement.